
2/21/71 Dear Paul, 

So you can understand that A.  have time pressures not unlike those wite which you and the Post live (and am therefore subject to similar error). I begin by telling you that it is 8 a.m. Sunday morning, I wrote you the earlier note, and completed the 2psetin piece, not yet having had breafast. This, I hope, will he interrupted by that, if not also by other needs, which will prevent my making thie as detailed as I'd like for my own file, if not for your information. 

There is a certain amount of gratification in this for me, for my reading, with which you and others may not agree, tells me that it completely confirms avian analysis before seeing the piece. And in even the finest detail. For example, you may remember, I aeked you if this piece said It was the end product of his own pereonal inquiry and you said first yes, and they changed this to be that it seemed to nay that, and when you found no such thihe, you found a few quotes which de seem to say that. Well, you correctly got the impression it was intended to convey, that this wan the result of a personal investigation, that it was inpartial, detached and complete, and I am more satisifed than when I told you that this is entirely false and that the dishonesty of intent is in it reflected. It is, with some skill, presented aseEpetein's own work. I am now quite satisfied that my interpretation to you of what Mitchell said on CBS TV is quite correct, that all of this was sppon-fed to Epstein, to Mitchell's advance know-ledge, and that, in advance of the writing, in his own formulation, it would say what he wanted said. 

First I sugeest you ask yourself some questions. I am not able to sit down and organize either my thoughts of this writing, so there may be more of this. What does the New Yorker pay for a piece like this? Hew much work can it justify on the part of a writer? Suppose, in advance, as I suspect is here the case, there is an advance deal on a stendleateeetsxlemexx book that is to expand on the article? how much advance expense, by author or publisher(s), can this justify? And compare this with what the articles presents itsself as representing. Could Epstein have gpne to all those scattered cities, from hew Haven to San Diego, and interviewed all those witnesses? Would it be normal fer 	those police departments to have turned him loose in all their records for hie to select what he wanted? Is it within physical possibility for an energetic, hard-corking man, which Epstein isn't (and I think he has college employment which would keep him somewhat fixed in where he has to be), to have interviewed all those people this articles presents him as interviewing? Like the Wesley ease in 'hicago, where he said that Wesley said he had told police investiAbiLors and things like that? 1  suggest that this Wesley quote came from an FBI report made availabe to him, and I further suggest, ae I had before reading this, ttet all of his stuff was fed hie by or from the FBI. This is not as exceptional as it may seem. Remember the Oberstreet book ox' which I told you? 

Before you came to Washington, the fact that government sponsored such things was fairly well publicized. It has not been recently. I suggest not that this is because it has ended but because it has been done with more care. Some of the most importable people were found to be writing fot government pay and doing other things with government money, often CIA and USIA. What comes to mind without research includes the New Leader, the New Republic, Norman 'homes, Praeger, and these alone should suggest that liberal or liberal-seeming people and publications aro sought after for such uses. The .&?I-CIO has also loaned itself to such things, as you can learn from checking Schlesinger's Thousand Days, which has a good index, in the case of Cheddi Jagan and "uiana alone kI think there are others there). 

Now I know souethins about Epstein, his work and his personality. One of the most interesting stories come to me from an editor who had been his clasmate at Cornell. Re is a gonna-get-ahead gay who is out to make it, has the success formula, and is making it. 



I don't recall with certiaaty the confirming source, but my first was Jinn Weingarden, 
an editor at Grove, later, when she was ill, part of Parallax. She told me that while 
they were at Cornell together Epstein actually conned other students into financing a 
trip to Alaska as for him by selling shares in himself or whatever it is he was going 
to do there. While I don't presume you will want to chock it, if you should, you should 
be able to locate Ann, who wee about to be hospitalized wham I saw her, through Peter 
Workman, whose small publiehine compnany is bailie name, on East 51 St in NYC. 

--The fiction that Epsetein is a Iszems "scholare- is, in part, the fault of the 
Post and just such (eeapologized) pressures of time. Uf all the writing on the eile 
.assassination, when examined, his will be seen to be the least scholarly. The air of 
scholarship eomes from the sageificent notes, which were not his work and of which he 
was utterly incapable. They were done by a brilliant and dedicated woman, Sylvia Meagher. 
Of what can be called serious writing in this field, Epsteinhe is not only the least 
echoleely, it ts also the onle one to use standard kepretorial techniques. Re did no 
more then interview elope parti prix, and got from earl: what each wanted ueed in his own seIf-juatifieation. What emerees is the U031; vicious beaming of Werreu for the 
eoiamisnion's error, emeethlae entieeiy lint' on eareea'a "liberal" friends, the most 
awful accusation of a goveemeent conspiracy lost in the pseudo-scholarly language, 
and all based on the assumption, never in any way addressed, that Oeeald war the 
assassin. If you reed the book and will think of "Inquest" now, not as of the time of 
appearance, you can underetand that what copse tin really seys is that eerren did a bad 
job, that the bad job was Warren'e personal dping, and that the FBI did the dependable 
were, even on the autopsy. Liebeler gave Epstein classified materials and Epstein used 
them in eefense a-2 the FBI, whereas they actually consitute the most serious self-
indictment of the FBI. 

Epstein'e eew Orleans writing is propaganda, second-hand, and falls far short of 
the indictment of Garriosn that is possible partly from incompetence, partly because it 
xlearly is not Epstein's original work. I understand he spent about two days in New 
Orleans, and much of them with Tom Bothell, who is probably even more incompetent and 
much lazier then Epstein. Tom was one of may sources, and he was, while working for 
Garrison, opposed to him. He told me he gave Epstein some of his stuff and that Epstein 
was there for so short a period. my other source (which shows I'm not anti-cop, was 
joule loon, a professional policeman who was woreiae his wry through college, now has 
a degree in criminology, and right now has gone to a Texas college for some specialized 
further education. I confess that I like "ouis, so 1 may be inclined to be unvritical, 
but I trust :alts'. believe hie, and he said Epstein wa there for but two days. As Gar”ison's 
police-department-aseiened chief investigator, he was in a position to know. 

Sp you will not misunderstand (and I think you-lbow something about my  attitude toward Garrison and his "investigation"), I am not his defender. I spent more time 
investigating what may be related to the assassination in New Orleone.that he did. I 
never ievestieated Shaw, and what 1 learned of him was incidental to..other things. As 
when I was as I still am) seekeug to identify a second man helping Oswald, one of my 
sources was a man close to Shaw, a man still his friend. Garrison and 1  have never been 
what you could call friends, and 1 think my more existence gives him affront. But I Leaned la advance  of this New Yorker piece, and I wrote the New Yorker to ark for time and 
space for the presentation of the other side. They never adawered.The Sundat Times sag. 
had along and libellous pif)ce by him (and -the libel was pointless and needless, reflecting 
his purposes, not hies "scholarship" or dispassion). I asked them for space to answer or 
for a retraction. They did net deny either the inaccuracy or that it was libblloue. They 
merely refused we. So, what Epstein did is crap, and the serious, dispaaeionate study 
of Garrison that could servo serious purposes in history has not been done. Like Lane's 
criticism of the position of the press in th,  reporting of the assassination, et is 
dishonest and historically worse than valueless, for upon impartial examination it 
will not stand up and will Live scholars of the future entirely the wrong idea. In each 



they can, in the future, amount to defenses of what they criticise, so great are their excesees and their errors. 

With this background on Epstein, which you need not believe and is no essential to any enalysis of this current piece, what does he actually do? Is it worth all this space and effort to any no more: than that Garry 's or anybody else's atatiotice on how many Feu:there have been killed  by police axe wrong? is this really  chat it says or aderesees?  Is it, in fact, the crux or the issue? 

I tUla all anx,mrs arc negative. And any reaeine of the article reflects that what what he is :co:ally arguing is that there is no anti-black repression, that there is no fedrul Inspiration or coordinetion, and his purposes are those shorn by the Post editorial of coeeenable intent, by the Cass to reporting. This °eel:re through in • avrioue formulateonc. I mey note others as I thurb through the article, which I've also aln2kea up, hut a convenient formulation is in the conclusion, which ie not that Garry' 'ieurce ere weeeg bue that 

"The idea that ?.,he so lee3 have d'idlare a sort of open season on the Black 4uethers is based priaciplaily, as fax as I can determine, on the ansuaption that all the deaths cited by exrx Charles Carry - tee nty-eieht or twenty or ten - occurred under circunetance that were siailar to the haepton-Clark raid. This is an assumption that proves, on ezaminueion, to be felse." 

et is also an exaeination not in rosy way mAle in the foregeleg enoweity of defense of the polio „- end 7B1. lie never examinek; it in any way. Ilia technique is to equate this with not kiiiiegs but t is single representation of their number. At the beginning, where to quotes Abernathy, Abernethy's words are not in defense of Garey's number or even d statemeet, not even of th,, 4144.1ithers. They er, what Epstein id really thereafter arguing against without aver addressing with any relevant fact (and I can supply it): 

"a calculated design of genecide ie this countty." 

or does Jelinn Bond say otherwise or est eieused otherwise in whatimmediately follows: "The 31ach Panthers are being decieated by political assassinations „erenged by the federal police apearatus". 

Now when those who are so op, osite the Panthers in every way defend them, it is not from eoliticel synpothy, and what all these blacks not quoted iu accurate context are really SVJA; is that tnc;-.1v. is a  pr repreeeive campaien against the blenes. That Epstein is aeruing against, by the simple device ofegguatemg a biased and openly dishonestpx (if you know the facts) ,nice account aLedinst a number of dead. I haven't tiwe to go over all of this and select the instances where Ii uses the formulation of a "nationally orchestrated police campaign", which just hit my eye in this partial quotation of Curl Rowell, but if I have marked some of these, perhaps 1 will have time. I subciit that you can't honestly equate whether or not there is repression against blacks out the Black Panthers and whether or not it.ln of federal inspiration of protection which even an honest examination of the accuracy of the number of Panthers killed, however they were killed. I see there is a siailar quote from Garry in the first column, nei  a serious factual error on which everything that foillowe is builti? that Carry is "spokeanan" for the Panthers. That he never was, aed to say that any white man 	can he is not to underrAand the Panthers at all. 1 not see another, in the second columnNrowine feeling (particularly in the black con unity)'that the federal edednis-tration has had a hand in the recent wave of raids, arrosta and ehootouts". 
And to evaluate thin not only on these terms, byt with what he was, as I believe has to be obvious to any critical study of the semantics of which you and the Post were both victim, spoon-fed cy the lea or from it by the pr or legal people? 



Do you for one minute believe that Epstein has been a subscriber to all Panther literature, from their very firet cloys, with copies of thiir local pap propaganda, as in Chicago and I think elsewere, and all their other ntational stuff? Do you know any one library in which he could have found all those quoted? And is it possible that honest quotation can be restricted to ex only that which makes it look and sound  even more ridieulooe to ehitee than it ordinexily would? Is it not in fact that cease, that he no' here has env quotation, whether or not, as I believe all are, from police files, of what to his is the other side where it does note  by ite use, become ridiculous? Is this honest writing or honest intent? I think if you go through the pica you'll find many quotet..tone cf this. 

How can there be any honest azsesement of even that he pr, tenda to be assessing without any statemeet of htstorical polico-einerity relations and frictions? 'eo eliminate this ie to eliminete any context, historical or current. Fron my own expeeience of the poet, 1  know teat tho pelice treeitionally and hietoricallyh have hen really rough on all minoritiee, not just bleehe. I enc., of caseo where men, kaowing toey 	wanted by the plice, feared to turn themselvea in, volunearily, Athout soee peomieeat peeeon whose word would be tokee later to aeteoe to their condition 1111 surrender, in well-authenticetee fear of what would othareiae befall then onco in the hands of the police. 
A central question etCioucly ignored  is, cnoe. 5  there he Jae repression after enactment of the civil-richte act by any eolice anywhere without the tacit understanding that Hoover, or the DJ, or the administration, :would tolerate it? That became e crime under this act, n federal seine. Need I tell you of those many thing; se carefully avoided in this false use of a dubioee reeeber az a meaaure (awed even that out of contest)? 4ow about the police attacks, and they are nothing else, in New Orleans, where the police killed innocent byetandern, all black? Or than disereeefhl busineas in Philadelphia that will help ueke NINAIL dixec eceinee if not mayor of 2hilaielehia, so ehaoea'ully recorded in pictures no widely publiehed? Of so many arrested in 3022 many inetances without a shred of reason other than hate, acs in an Omaha case where at least a dozen black men were arrested in a bombing caee end all released without trial, every ache? e'hort of murder of Paethers, there is no limit to the documentation and that runs the entire gamut of represcion, from makine block men seem unmanly to killing and often murder. 

Now, as ucu should knov, I am not arching Panther innocence. I am not saying they are not or have not been violent. There int.rneciee .carfare is far worse thaa Epstein suggeote. fray  own belief is that without the repression, they would never have amounted to anything, and that the xeereseion. has made them symbolic to all blacks. ',Coen the Whitney Youngs, the Ralph. Abernathys and the Julian'lekle, to take Epstein's selection alone, defend or feel they are forced to defend those-fo when they are so unalterably opposed as they are to the Panthers end. everything 'save balck) that the. Panthere symbolize, I think you can understand either their feeling or get teeinreadiaa Of the prevailing blact coevenity attitude toward and undorstaUelne or the fact of police repression ane its official, federal sanction. In that igew Orleans case, whoa the police returned to the fray, the were net by solid, non-Panther human barriers between then and the Panthers, and. the police retreated. The moat coneervetive blocks, were there and elsewhere, turned on. Csn they all be wrong? Can they all oisunderetend either the fact or the feeling of their brothers? You also know that I would not defend such thing:; their threat against me. Defonze of the Panthers is symbolic, by ee as by other blacks. Save that they are the victioe of repreesioae they'd not enact. end what is relevant to this is unreported, even the black cops who would otherwise hate thee have been earned on in many cases, and the polarization =one the pollee has geown to the point ehere there has been open fiehtine between whiten and blacks, as in Pittsburgh latest year. What poilee hevo been subjecting the entire black coueonity to is not really enderetood and tune not really been either interpreted or really reported by the eapers. If the Pitthburgh papers could avpid what hapeened there, how could the Post, for example, 



I know about it only because of friendship with a former (and hongred) young reporter 
who was working trying to fight the use of drugs, working with a bleak cop in a black 
area. He also tried to work with the Panthers, and on their terms, and finally agreed 
with what I first told him, that it was impossible. But the stories of police violence 
he gave me and I believe are even today incredible. They include such things  as indiscriminate shooting up of black buildings and blacks. I told you of the case in 
Oakland that Epstein found so expedient to ignore, milk with all the space he gives the Bay area, of the two cops who finally copped a splea on this charge. 

So, with there being no doubt of pllice repression, how can there be no mention of 
of it in all these words, and how can it be interpreted to mean no more than the 
police nurder of a certain number of Panthers only? That is what he does, that is what he says, and that is how he and others(example, Cronkite) interpret it. 

Or, no mention of Hoover's open campaigning against them the excesses of his representation of the danger they present to the country. In the context of the civil-
rights law, did it require the secret whispering of his agents to tell the local police not to worry about him or the federal authority? Or any were than the FBI's own raids? Let me mention but two. They initiated the pre-dawn tactic in Chicago, and the local reporting of what they did to the Panther office is a perfect duplicate of the brown-
shirts. They made a total wreck of it, demolishing files, mimeographs, etc., and even taking the breakfast-fund money. I heard the reporting of Chicago readio stations, the most Establishment oriented. And looking for one black man who later turned out to be an FBI informant by swe,rieg in a half-dozen cities, simultaneously, that they had reason to believe he was in the Black Panther office there in order to get a warrant (and apply the overtones to their representations to the courts to get bugging permission). 

Also missing, as it should not be in any honest reporting, particularly with this 
much space, is a single quotation from a single one of the many organizations of 
black police on both the misrepresentation by Epstein or the broader and serious issue, that of repression. Is not the fact that black police felt they required their own 
organizations a sufficient index of the feelings of black police about what all police were doing to blacks? 

I just notice another things: where do you thing Epstein got all those direct quotes of all those police broadcasts, some three years old? Do you think he listened to those thousands and thousands of hours of tapes, or that he transcribed them, or that there were made available to him? Here and in similar quotes, he employs the currently standard federal semantics, of the endless repetition of the specific that is irrelevant and that is designed to give an aura of fine detail, endleggfact, and precise information, as what cars responded to what calls. Over and over kerilas the number of the police oars. I think you can measnure the effect of this upon you, especially if you stop to think of what is not in the piece that could have been used in this same spacee lt is a propa-
ganda technique with which I have become quite familar. 

Asides after interruption: I am not anti-police, not anti-FBI. I worked with the FBI when you were a ba)y and recently I gave them, without inventorying it or examination on return, a three-inchQthick files of materials I obtained from inside an extremist group. I work with other police regularly, and recently I turned over to one police 
department an ineide informant they very much wanted, which was not easy to do and required his advance consent. Nor are all white police or all white federal'agents happy with either the situation we here discuss or what more interests me in my own work, which is elliptical by design. If you have further interest, I will tell you in 
person. There are some who trust me. 

Is it possible that in all these quotations of what is pretended to be an exhaustive personal investigation, there was not algatat serious adverse criticism of any police? 



my those that are made to seem ridiculous or without foundation by the manner in which 
tRey were sued, bracketed agains what is made to seem dependable? Was there, in this 
great investigation, no respoasible whit: who had any reasonable criticism of the 
pites2 police anywhere? No established black leader or spokesman? Need I remind you of 
what the black federal attorney in Sanfrancisco said on getting out? He even ridicules 
4oldberg et al, and that by taking them and their aborted "investigation" out of context. 
The extreme to which this km is carried has a parallel in police-Panther quotations, as 
on p. 69 near the bottom. After c:editing wha the police had to say and supplied, and 
at-Some lengthe he concludes this case;- "The only witness es to the shooting were those 
who took part in it, and this the question of who shot first may be open to doubt -
although the emaical evidence that Moen was skatxlacetkx:dmozk hit by a shotgun blast in 
the back would seem to suggest that the police were aeroached from behind." That this 
could also seem to suggest other things is min minor. Is there any case in which he has 
not been willing to *lake the word of the police, who in each case were "participants"? 
Even inCalifornia and Chicago, and even after the grand-jury investigation in Chicago? 
(One of th-: better cases of needless and propagandist use of the specific that is not 
essential is in the next case and on the next page.) 

In all of this attribution of the immediate cause of the quoted statemeets by 
black leaders about official campaigns, could he honestly have ignored any reference 
to "ooverds writings, statements, repprts and testimony, all focused on and against 
the Panthers, all calling than the most immediate and dangerous national threat? 

Another comment on Epstein: to do what is today done to promote writing, you will 
not find him doing what others do, what I in particular have donee and that is 
subejet himself to hostile questioning. The press does the job for him. Ho sits back in 
this ivory tower. My baptism, for example, was the stacked deck of Long 	tiohn Nebel, 
Victor Laski and Kirin O'Dougherty, Buckelpy's right-hand man, and three more unin-
hibited or more irresponsible of the radical right I neither want to Imagine nor meet. 
Of course, this could be because he finds it unpleasant, but others also do, and it is 
the prevailing custom, especially among serious writers, who thus reach a vastly etas= 
audience with their facts and beliefs than can be touched by their printed words. I 
suggest this is because Epstein can t stand critical examination, and i know he had 
refused it when it was begged of him. I was there. 

Attack on the Times, p/ 48,"...that the charge of a"national, conspiracy" against 
the Panthers "has been echoed by more moderate civil-rights leaders". Mother case 
of what I referred to above, he is defending any anti-black repression. I think most 
of those who could be described as he does in the interruption of the quote said more 
than "against the Panthers". As a matter of fact, t4t question to which Mitchell 
responded on CBS was broader. Here I suggest that wi4h all he has to do besides being 
Attorney General of the united States, it is not in the normal course of things for 
any Attorney General to be in such detail informed of magazine writing he thinks is 
in the research stage. 

Same page, it is true that practically no independent checking was done, but I make 
make two comments. It was not fl'arry's story " but that of the Panthers, and one 
of the reasons there seemed to be no need for independent checeing is that there is 
no secret about police brutalities and excesses against minorities, and until he inflated 
it beyond reason, the precise number was not significant in the face of the uncrobtradicte 
able fact that there had been police "murders". 

On 51 he equates as the getting of the facts straight, only the number as a mean 
means assessing "themidea mf a deliberate police campaign against the Panthers". 
The "facts," by which this  is measured is not and cannot be only by the number of murders 
or claimed murders-or even if there were no murders. It is another ample of what I 
believe his real purpose is, defense of the national administration's policy and of 



police generally and aginst whoa? Those "Liberal" to these, especially the Post and 
the Times among papers, and `Dime--Life. No others to quote in identically the context you 
you and the Times are? Is this only coincidence that he so perfectlyparallels' Agnew 
et al? 

Alex hackley easel: I do not recall, but I don't think he reports that Sams was 
an Pa informant. This is the guy for whom they 'wore ou t t simultaneous warrants in a 
half-dozen different cities from coast to coast that Sams was then in local Black Panther eoffices. 	this case, 52, take his quotes of liberals out of the false context of the 
number of murders and put it in the proper context and ask youself if there is anything ante wrong in what these concerned leaders said of the egenral stuation, as that 
bete noir of those Epstein defends, William Sloane Coffin, who said what I agree with, 
that all of share the blame for the excesses. You will find in my own writing the 
repetitiku of the phrase, "the crime of silence". I do not seek to escape my responsibility 
for my part in it in the past. It is honest to assume it. Why ridicule "liberal" 
leaders for such soul-bearings (and isn't this parallelled in the Post editorial that 
I fear in the future and in the immediate will be misused to credit what Epstein has 
Eeally done, not what the editorial is addressed to). Follow this with the quote from 
rewater made to seem wrong as used in with what used, that it is difficult if not 

impossible for black revolutionaries to get a fair trial, today, anywhere. Need I 
remind you of ny own correct fo ecast in the Rap Brown case? Has it not already been 
sufficiently confirmed and much to the credit of the Post), that he was framed? You 
know I em jo more his partisan than the Post, but is that any more the issue with your 
paper than with me? You also know what I told you i believe the rest of the story, when 
and if ultimately disclosed, will show, and of the 2BI. Hew remarkable the coincidence 
between Epstein's defense and this brown revelation of frameup. 

I've taken more time than I should but I don t want the country to burn, and this 
this kind of tiling, it it gets no more attention that it already has, is fule for the fire. Page 62, is it put straight, with no omissions, that Roberson had surgery 
in oue hospital and severn week later died of an illness form which most recover without 
great difficulty in another, especially, if one would indulge a seeming paranoia, when 
how that disease is or can be transmitted is considered (I can't give blood any more 
because i had it and for a month had improper medical treatment for it, but I recovered, 
without hospitalization-and I wonder to how many I tried to help I gave it with my 
blood?)? 

'4otioe how out-of-context the Hutton case is. Without knowing what he had written, 
I told you he and the others were enagaged in trying to cool the black community that 
was running amok in the aftelmath of the Kin* assassination. Here he gives the date 
without orientation- two days after the King assassihation. Do you suppose that if they 
were engaged in enflaming the blocks, they'd have all been in a house for the police 
to besiege? And in this case, are there none but "police witnesses" or the ridiculed 
Panther version? by own sources were whites, concerned whites. (p. 66i. "...at least 
half a dozen policemen opened fire..." bo more, when he has all this detail, like car 
numbers, direct quotes of three-year-old police broadcasts? Are 100 not "at least a 
half dozen"? Do not the police adeount for every time they fire a single shot? 
Especially when there is a death? Even the quote from what must today be regarded as 
a dubious source after the similar oneein Chicago, "that the police had 'acted lawfully'!, 
shooting Hutton in the belief he was trying to escape". Later, even this whore can't hold 
that. With all t sac cops there, the men having surrendered and being without arms in 
their hands? 

The beginning of the next case hangs on what he will not consider from the 
other side, police "reports". Do you suppose that the detail and tee quotes that follow 
can be the result of his investigation, so far from where he lives and works? 

With the climate in all black cw/amities  today, with the means by which police 



can and do lean on small businessmen and minorities, I suggest that as used here, "independent witnesses" is a mite of editorializing that in context is but one of the many signs this is not an impartial waiting. 

On 68, is the quote at the end of this case attributed to the lawyer whose credentials as a libe el and civil-libertarian in honest context? Is he doing more than citing the meaning of the law? Here it is used to make it seem as though he is saying more. a very much doubt it, not with those credentials and hire being a lawyer. and does not the law permit such a charge in any shootout,-regardless of who starts it? 

Throughout all of thee, too, whatever any cops says is automatically credited, and in no case is there any indication that any of the cited police reports were ever subjected to any scrytiny or cross-examination. I am not vying tha` they are wrong or that they have to be wrong, but it is hardly impartial writing to take all of them as literal fact and to dispute and ridicule everything ever daid by wnycne criticiizing or disagreeing, and in almost all cases limiting that to Panthers. Here again, the presentation of an "inquest jury" after ahicago as not subject to question or error is dubious at best. "justifiable homicide"here may be no more than in an krancisco, where Hutton was without arms and has surrendered when he was killed, or in Chicago, where there is not reasonable doubt of either murder or premeditiation. You ought read that grandajury report, and that in the context of the very special problems they confronted, of avpiding indicting any police who would then scream about federal involvement or inspiration. On uhiago, a digression: there is no doubt of the sufficiency of evidence to warrant indictment, particularly not for perjury. The stupidity of the ?anthers gave them their out. They refused to testify. At first this might have been justified on the basis of fear, with framed State charges pending. But not before the end, and it was stupid. This gave authority the "out" it needed. Bat Panther testimony was not prerequisite for any indictment, on the self-evident perjury or the more serious charges possible. Epstein's handling of Chicago is dishonest and very, very understated while contrived to appear as real riticiem. It amounts to defense. 

His handling of that begins dubiouely, saying it is what prompted Carry's belief there was this "pattern", genocide" beingonly one element in that pattern, the others all avaided by Epstein. How about eolover's own record and pronouncements, the entire FBI and DJ record iu the south alone, and in the face of loneestanding police brutalities in minority areas? This didn't all start with Hampton. It is subtle, clever propaganda. 
One of the ynderstatements that is really dishonest while pretending othersise, presented and by you taken as serious, dispassionate criticism or the police is at the top of 73. Here he avoids calling these premeditateaeaurders as more than "deaths" and says there way be varying degrees of uncertainttetraaout the others, but of these, they "1r:questionably resulted from a beliberately planned raid on a Black Panther headquarters". Be uses "dolibertalsy" here with skill. Why use such a word to describe a raid with a warrant, except to connote that the worst that can be said is that a "radi" was "deliberately planned"? Wbat other kind of rail is there, unplanned after a warrant, not deliberate with official orders to do it? Thus he gets around what an is unavoidable in any assessment of the independent or even the federal grand-jury record, that murder was the plan. Do you know that the encontradictedethe AA:Ate, evidence is tha the police could have-raided that pad when they know nobody was there and, with their warrant, have gotten the weapons? Why do you think they didn't do it when they knew the place was empty if t air purpose was to get the weapons and no more? Why that hallmark of the authoritarian states, the just-before-dawn raid? Is the real reason for this time that given 2,(3 of the way down," to achieve the maximum surprise and minimum potential for heighborbood interference", when they knew everyone would be there there and aileep whereas they admitted they could have conducted the raid when they also knew nobody was there?And with the mufti unquestionable record of what they then did? 



If it is true to say, "there are markedly different versions of what happened next", 
and if it persuades those who, properly and hinestly agonize over their own parts 
and responsibilities in what the people are told and can know, like you, that he 
is really trying to be balanced in his presentation as he was(?) in his investigation, 
what he is really doing, as clear analysis of what follows should make clear, is attempt 
to give even a little credibility to what cannot be credited coming from all local 
authority, including but not restricted to the police, and leaning on your paper just 
a bit. I suggest that the Post has been singled out, and that its comsendable public 
agoaezine is not as much a surprise as those behind-this writing could be expected to 
expect. The "plice version" is hardly reflected here at all, nor is their complete menu-
manufacture and public display of entirely faked evidence, at some public cost. and 
while he begins by saying accordng to Gorth, by the time he gets along a little it appears 
to the reader that it is fact that Oroth called for a cease fire a "number" of times. 
With only cops firing? Then he goes into "the Pather version, as it was reported in 
the Washington Post". Why not as it was reported in the grand-jury report, or by the 
Department of justoce, or any of the local sources? Note that was quoted from the Post 
is in no single word a direct quote and could have been quoted from almost any public 
source, printed or electronic, in the country, if not the civilized world. I Cheek your 
people should thing of this in particular, fo I think they were had, and that Epstein 
was the official meane of having you. 

This is followed by a real cutie that in context is a defense oe the police by 
hiding what they did. What the "additional ballistics evidence uncovered by the FBI" 
really says, if you read even the 'euld-jury report version prepared by ))J, ie that 
long after the pqleen and the Panthers went over the premises, the FBI felled, and here 
I'm dependingob recllection, about as much more ballistics evidence in the form of 
recovered bullets, etc., as had been gotten before them. What does that say of the 
police investigation, and in context, why hide it from the reader, and frounthose he 
hoped would agonize aloud? And, did you know that a rather large amount of what was 
fired by the police came not from their issue weapons but from what they owned privately, 
the kinds of weapons ordingarily not wanted, leave alone needed, for a knock-on-the door 
raid, like rifles. isxxect Vissalize using them fast, inside, in the dark, in small 
rooms, and you'll see my point. Automatic shorguns if not postols are the things for 
such purposes, after what the cops didn t even have, tear gas, if there was any 
resistance, and there is no credible evidence there was any. 

Here again I am depending an recollection, but that alleged deer slug was, I an 
pretty certain, not recovered. If it was, it was not until long after the police had 
the weapon and ample opportunity to plant it and the empty casing. To say "consistent 
with" in ballistics evidence is no more than a trcik to avoid admitting there is no 
proof. Consider how many of each kind of shotgun ifellone, each rifle with so many 
lands and grooves. Ballistics is a pretty precise science, and the markings by weapons 

on projectiles is as unique as fingerprints. 

Of all the reporting in that lengthy grabd-jurt report, the lengthy representation 
beginning on 75 is hardly representative. It argues against the Panthers and for the 
cops, which is hardly the thrust or the wording of that report. The accounts of how the 
victins were is hardly faithful. When you consider that from the police it seems that 
this battle in which at most only ene.shot of any kind came from anyeneother than the 
police and lasted 12 minutes, how can it be explained that Hampton wa killed in bed, 
laying down orngleback? Is that the way this kind of man dies in a 12-minute battle, 
even if the first shot wakened him 	the the forst could not have jit him)? So, this 
pillar of integrity in writing says, hiding this, only that "Hampton was not fatally 
shot while he was 'drugged' or by a policeman standing over him with a silencer, 
ae the Panthers have claimed (and could he have fixed on a more extsmeewlection?) 
but by a bullet fired by a police officer in the living room which had passed through 
two intervening walls at AK time no Panthers were firing at the police". I emphasize that 



at most less than 1 percent of the shooting, one shot in more than a hundred, is even 
alleged against the Panthers and I believe that is without substantial proof so you 
can evaluate this seeming honesty at the end of the quote, which really defends the police 
police by infering there was nay time during the "battle" that any saatz than the police 
were firing. Their own injuries were self—inflicted. 

And precise as is the science of ballistics, when he stem the fatal misslc wee 
recovered, no statement of its origin? 

It is here, after this dishonesty, that be beans to conclude, as 1 earlier emphasised, 
not in terms of the number attributed to Garry, the ostensible purpose of this long 
"study", but as "part of a nationally coordinated pattern". Be than, in the same 
paragroah, defines this for the hasty reader to mean only "to kill Black Panthers". 

And, careful to mot all quotations of what the unnamed officials of the Nixon 
adminietration said, he leans on the 'Times again, quoting what taken by itself is 
hard not to believe even if one does not believe it to have been proven, that these 
statemtns had "at least contributed to a climate of opinionexeienuariecbatexlipmain.,tx 
aeong local police ...(Omission in Epstein) that a virtual open season has been 
declared on the Panthers which seems historically inaccurate". That "inaccuracy" ought 
be laid alongside what eoover alone had said. The rest are de trap, but they are Also 
consistent. There is nowhere in this article anything than can be cited to in any 
way, on either side, address this alleged historical "inaccuracy". 14 simply says it, 
and I suf4leot that most, like you, didn't understand what hewas saying and doing but 
were impressed by h5.s addressing of numbers of dead only. Even in his dishonest way, he 
presents no evidence on Anything else. stop and think of this for a moment. 

At the bottom there is another cutie which is presented as meaning all the 
evidence and is not truthful, "According to all the evidence that is available...." 

Even when, as on the last page, he admits there nay have been killings, he cites 
two cases and gives but two names, where there were three. There were Hutton and 
hampton, as he acknelwedges, but there was also Clark, and by his definition this means 
he was wrene by halfxx , or that be omitted 1/3. 

In think in my own major interest, inevitably Epstein may be of more interest. 
efts career is too consistent, his writing too closely suits the pruposes, in its most 
limited sense, of the FBI, and I remind you again of Mitchell on CBS, of which I told you 
and interpreted for youleeeee I saw this article. This is the "liberal" who focused so 
dishonestly on Warren and other "liberals" and, in context, defended the i?BI's work, 
which is the lent thing than can honestly be done iewey honest assessment of the 
Warren eommiseion'e work. I thiee you know how this can be documented, till long after 
the last cow is home. Or chicken has roosted. Abd for this the Eastern liberal 
intellectual community took him to heart, amde a scholar and a rich young man out of this 
whore, and in the name of "defending' Warren? Orwell is more rational! 

Particularly do 1 regret the well—intentioned editorial whose honesty of purpose 
I do not for a minue. doubt. Por the Post is now part of what may yet burn the 
country, of another white assault on everything blonk, for- still another black frustration 
about which no black is able to do anything, thus contributing to the clack feeling of 
futility. I think we'll find ssloctthons for this editorial used for a long time, and 

don't think as it 4 intended to be used. a t until there is abook enlarging on in 
this!...AT some 	 I hope the press will escape their Agnewistic self—caging 
and when it does evaluate its won shortcoming, which are inevitable and can't be avpided 
avoided in any rush reporting, it will do so in a way and on a subject that is ether 
than useful for official,propaanda, other than fueling a fire in which we may all be 
commuted. Oike they didn is for example, on their advance knowledge of the Bay of 
Pigs, with all the potential that had. Ito() hastily, Harold Weisberg 


